How do you secure 200+ IBM Apps
with SafeNet HSMs? Just add GSKit!
Today businesses rely heavily on communications, transactions,
and applications taking place in online channels. Businesses
stand to lose substantially – both in revenue and reputation –
when there is a breach of these online channels. Securing webbased communications and services is essential.
Enter IBM and SafeNet. With GSKit, over 200 IBM a
 pplications
can be secured by crypto resources stored in Luna SA hardware.
With such breadth of interoperability, you can protect nearly
every IBM application with the same technology used to secure
more than $1 TRILLION in financial transactions every day.
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Using IBM and SafeNet’s products together optimizes the
security and performance of online communications and
transactions.
GSKit enables organizations to integrate SSL with a wide range
of IBM applications, including the IBM WebSphere Suite and
IBM Security Access Manager (ISAM). Luna SA serves as an
SSL accelerator by taking encryption operations off of general
use servers and contains it within the HSM. Additionally, it will
securely store SSL keys and certificates, provide true random
number generation and streamline key administration by
performing both symmetric and asymmetric key functions
on a single platform.
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BENEFITS OF IBM/SAFENET IMPLEMENTATION

Robust security. Central policy enforcement software that

enables security teams to effectively apply security policies
across an enterprise.

Flexible interoperability. Through GSKit, organizations can

use cryptographic resources stored in highly secure Luna
SA hardware for WebSphere—and more than 200 other IBM
applications. Broad integration offers maximum flexibility
for security policies and deployments to best meet your
business needs.

High performance. IBM offers high-performance

servers that offer optimal throughput and
responsiveness for users. Luna SA HSMs are purposebuilt, highly scalable appliances that are capable of
processing up to 7,000 RSA and 3,000 ECC transactions
per second.

Support across products. SafeNet supports additional
IBM products including Tivoli Key Lifecycle Manager,
PureData System, z/series mainframes.

Contact Us

To learn more about how Luna SA can work with IBM products for your business needs, contact your local SafeNet Account Manager, or the SafeNet sales team at:
Telephone: +1 (410) 931-7500 | Toll Free: +1-800-533-3958 - Sales
www.safenet-inc.com/request-information
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